
 

BABIES 21-22 MONTHS

Oh My Baby

P L A Y  G U I D E

Little Einstein



HOW TO PLAY?
The first time you play this game, you can let your little one try to find out how it works.
Sometimes it is not easy to understand, so if you see that they are not successful, show
how it works, to avoid frustration. From there, your child will begin to understand the
cause and effect relationship when they see that the balls move when they move the
pencil.  It is an exercise that will boost concentration and fine motor skills, while allowing
them to make decisions on how to take the balls.

LABYRINTH FISH
The fish is hungry! Feed him! The magnetic pencil
advances the balls through this portable labyrinth.
Choosewhere you want to start the tour!

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?
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FINE MOTRICITY COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT



HOW TO PLAY?
Until now, your little one will have played with the traditional fitting puzzles, so this puzzle is
a new challenge for him. He will no longer be guided by the shapes of the pieces, but his
mind will have to work harder to activate the imagination and get to decipher the
silhouettes of the animals. The first time you play with this toy, present the whole puzzle,
without disassembling, so that your baby becomes familiar with the animals. Name them
all, so that he recognizes them and you can later guide him in the game if necessary. Then 
 start by uncovering three animals and having him try to place them in the correct place. If
he does it without problem, you can uncover more and more animals each round.

MAGNETIC PUZZLE
Association game made of wood. Can your little one
find the silhouette of the ladybug? The pieces are
easily placed thanks to its magnets and it is easily
transported thanks to its handle.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?
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COORDINATION COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT LANGUAGE IMAGINATION



RAINBOW SHAPE TWISTER
Beautiful solid beechwood giant bolt with seven nuts
in different shapes and in the seven colours of the
rainbow. Perfect for learning about colour and shape
as well as improving manual dexterity and fine motor
strength.

HOW TO PLAY?
Each bolt shape has a different number of edges, increasing from 1 (circle) to 8 (octagon).
Getting them in order is the ultimate goal, but you can start by letting your baby discover
the mechanism of the game for himself. Once he understands that he has to screw all the
pieces, follow by letting him screw the bolts sorting them by colours (you can either name
them or paint them in a paper in the desired order). Finally , let him sort them by the
number of edges. Thus little by little it increases the difficulty of the game and
incorporates and assimilates the concepts. 

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

COORDINATION
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MANUAL SKILLSFINE MOTRICITY LANGUAGE COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT



HOW TO PLAY?
With this fun block puzzle your little one can compose 6 different jungle scenes. The 9
blocks are printed on their 6 sides. The goal is optimal stimulation of fine motor skills,
color recognition and creativity, as well as strengthening the language linked to animals.
Sit with your little one and ask them what animal they want to build with the blocks.
You will stimulate them to think and imagine. And of course, the blocks can also be used
to build fun towers!

PUZZLE 9 BLOCKS
At this stage, puzzles remain an essential tool to
continue cognitive development. They are
becoming more and more complex and will help to
develop new skills. Do you dare play these cute
jungle animals?

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?
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COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT FINE MOTRICITY LANGUAGE MEMORY


